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Driving a motorcar with a portable Radio-Loudspeaker  
“Free energy” watching galaxies with the lights-ON can be transferred to earth as an energy source 
proven on the Web with suppressed free information. It is only a matter of time before it is allowed 
by the criminal evil Oil-energy cartels now going out of businesses watching the Stock Market. 
They have stolen 700 patents of Nicola Tesla and ignored Hoffman a German school teacher 
splitting water to Hydrogen gas. Here is a simple generator producing all the Electricity needed 
designed inside a “portable” radio as the music will drive your electric car or light your house too.   
 

1. A simple radio loudspeaker works when a copper-wire coil is pushed linear across a fixed 
permanent magnet. A certain signal induced in a coil is creating polarized magnetism repelled or 
attracted synchronized to the induced frequency in a coil which is transferred to a paper 
diaphragm moving the air to make sound now applied to hear music in our ears.  
 

2. That principal can be expanded to gain free energy. Let’s glue on the other speaker side a plastic 
tubing mounted with (2) toroid windings coils to make it into a power source to produce 
electricity. When the speaker is moved by certain frequency the movement is transferred to (2) 
toroid windings coils cross wired creating mega-Watts when on the inside of the toroid coils is 
mounted a fixed super Neodymium-Iron-Boron magnet. The coil will move in tandem when 
the speaker makes music. The movement of the toroid power coils will produce free energy as 
long the music frequency is activating from a control circuit of the other speaker music side. 

 

3. Once more when the speaker is activated by a frequency membrane of a normal speaker-cone 
will transfers the same movement to the other toroid windings power side sliding across a super 
magnet which will induce a biased current of mega-watt. But the toroid coil must be crosslink 
wired to the next with a capacitor in between to bias the other coil. When the capacitor is 
discharged by reversed pulse frequency will create a bigger pulse in the next toroid winding 
repeating the process gaining electricity very fast, like “electri” getting bigger for a “city”.   

Free and Natural Energy - The Mystery Solved    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOq9C3YSjKg 

That principal can be observed in a YouTube video, a Canadian fellow build a rotating magnet 
linked to a motor-generator like explained in previous Dummies lesson. Electricity is generated in 
rotating coils which works like a generator. It conforms to the same principal when a copper wire 
loop is moved over a magnet will produce a pulse or vice versa. All is described in the first basic 
lesson for Dummies #1. In a linear loudspeaker version as long we play the music in a car will 
produce at the same time electricity which will make in time the evil Oil-energy cartel obsolete.   

Why not become a millionaire being loved by many people selling a modified radios playing music 
which can secretly be connect to an electric car outside the control of the energy cartel. But is still a 
risky confrontation like so many showing free energy no longer on YouTube being murdered. But 
to widen a knowledge horizon in linear crystal motion will obsolete batteries. Lesson #13, Pearl #228 
which will fuel recently introduced on YouTube electric airplanes & electric jet-engines. Pearl #206 
Again simple physic-science is not allowed in silenced universities paid off with huge grants. Big 
watt-current can be generated in a number of toroid winding if charged by a capacitor. On the return 
cycle is discharged to the other windings side being biased higher again collected in a polarized 
reverse movement of the coil. But now will bias the other coil windings becoming bigger electricity 
gaining a greater biased potential. That is repeated in each cycle until it is equalized by the load of 
the speeding car controlled by the driver as long the loudspeaker plays the music or is preset to a 
kitchen appliance frequency in your home. Have fun but is dangerous as the shadow world-
government is corrupted by Lucifer psychopath NYC bankers. Soon God’s Wrath will again 
change a civilization but this time it is a divine Kingdom ruled by a King of kings Yeshua 2018.    


